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Editor: KEITH POTTER Associate editor: HILARY BRACEFIELD 

A v.ery cosmopolitan issue$ this one: including ·a-rticles on 
contemporary Polish music, the Greek composer Jani Christou (whose death in 
1970 at the age of 43 deprived the world of one of the greatest composers 
of this century) and even Chinese popular music - even if it was made 
in Hong Kong. -

The supplement- which also contains a theatre piece .by actor-
singer.-poet-dramatist Roy Jackson - is a new feature which it is hoped may 
continue with future issues: New pieces (musical or otherwise) are 
invited for inclusion: they should not be too large (on the page, that 
is) or too complex, otherwise they wont be financially viable. · I am 
greatly indebted to Peter ¥Test, without whom this supplement would not have 
been possible. 

Meanwhile more familiar features continue: with another in our 
occasional set"ieson Schoenberg- an article drawn from ·John •Drummond's 
recently completed doctoral thesis on post-Wagnerian opera. And another 
article from Leroy Cowie - on solo music for the double-bass. Selected 
reviews concentrate on music in London during ·. the. summer. 

Contact 6 will concentrate on two different but related aspects of 
modern British music. The British avant-garde _ will be represented by an 
extended discussion of the Experimental Music catalogue (recently 
resuscitated and much expanded). It will contain a number of pieces from 
the Catalogue, some suitable for everyone ·to play. Also the long-awaited 
interview with Cornelius Cardew. (The delay is my fault, not his). The 
pop scene will be discussed by Meirion Bowen (music critic of The 
Guardian), David Mabey and Peter , West ("Buskers- I have known"). . . 

My thanks go especially to Hilary Bracefield, associate editor, who 
does much of the actual "production" work now that I have left 
Birnungham, and to our typist, Jean Bourne. Cover design by David 
Woodgates. 

Once again we are thankful to the Birmingham University Musical 
Society for their financial support. 

KEITH POTTER. 
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THE THIRD ACT OF SCHOENBERG' S "MOSES · UND ARON" · ' ' "-
: I • ;' 

Why did Schoenberg not compose the music to the act 
of Moses und Aron? This problem has usually been answered by giving 
practical excuses for Schoenberg: that events in -Germany in the 
Thirties, and his exile, created such a traumatic experience that 

'. the creative thread was lost, or that he simply became more 
interested in other works. · These may be factors of 
but Zillig's remark that Schoenberg was "too humblen to ·cc>mplete 
the work is of rather more interest, since it: hints that tbe third 
act· remained unfinished for internal reasons rather of 
external pressures. From our wider knowledge 'of Schoenbetg's person-
alit1, we would not expect him to be primarily influenced ·-by outside 
events, and we know that the work was for him a testament _of_ 
spiritual faith. 

It is my belief that Moses und Aron shows Schoenberg 'trrestling 
with the central problem of ·his creative life, and that he found it 

• aesthetically impossible to pr"vide music to his own 'text of the 
third act. The very incompleteness of the opera is animportant factor 
in any assessment of the worth and value of the system. 
In order to see why this might be so, we must analyse the aesthetic 
and spiritual developments which led up to the wqrJ.<. 

The months of December 1914 and January 1915 were evidently a 
period of psychological and spiritual crisis in Schoenberg '·s life. 

· At this . time he wrote two important texts: · the Totentanz de-.:- ' 
Prinzipien (Death-dance of Principles), which may have been. a _verbal 
contribution to the symphony he was planning at the time an:dr which 

. led him to investigate the structural nature of his music, an<!· Die 
Jakobsleiter (Jacob's Ladder). The -Totentanz shows Schben:ber'g in 
despair, realising L 'Absurde 1 " the meaninglessness and airnles·sness of 
life and human activity. Out of this shattering ·experience '<Comes 
Die JakobsJ.eiter, which offers a possible solution: first ' of all an 
acceptance of the situation, and secondly an appreciation that human 
actions are the path to identification with God. (The influence of 
the mystical Jewish Qabalah is profoundly significant·' here) • \·Jhat 

· Jacob' s: Ladder provides is a form to life, a structurei o-f 0 'htunan 
existence which enables man to reach from the depths up to . 
heights, accordingto laws of transmigration, reward and reincarnation. 

Psychologically this crisis can be regarded as following 
authentic lines: depth-analysis (in the Totentanz), and psychosynthesis, 
the process of reconstruction based upon new or renewed beliefs · (in 
Die Jakobsleiter). It is caused by the emergence into the 
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consciousness of unconscious content's of great energy, must 
be brought under control if psychic stability is to be reasserted. 
Zillig underlines this by stressing the passage in Die Jakobsleiter 
about "the dissolution of the ego" . This polarity between 
unconscious forces and conscious controls lies at the centre of 
Schoenberg's aesthetic beliefs . 

The setting of Die Jakobs1eiter to music was broken off at bar 
603; Schoenberg turned to an investigation of how to write music, 
a process which led to the formulation of tvJelve-note technique. In 
a famous letter of 1937 to Schoenberg -makes it clear 
that the arose out of a desire ''t:e1 base the structure 
of my music ·consciously ''' ' in a unifying idea11

• The process of 
· renewal by means of conscious control had begun in Die 
Jakobsleiter was continued in terms of musical his 
essay Style and Idea Schoenberg extended the process into the ·field 
of direct aesthetic statement, bringing together his spiritual 
beliefs and :his structural discoveries, maintaining a distinction 
between Idea - the idea the -compos er wishes to represent, antic ' 
therefore in a sense precompositional, like a nbte-row - and· Style -
the way in which the Idea is represented, what we may call a 
series of images. 

Hoses und Aron is a religious-cum-aesthetic discussion of the 
relationship between idea and image , and is therefore not only a 
furtber contribution to our understanding of Schoenberg himself, but 
is "about'1 the• twelve-note method itself. Schoenberg stated that 
there are thre·e characters in the ope'ra : - • God, the People of Israel, 

-and the the People (letter ·to Eidlitz; 1933) Ho}!gyer, 
it is 'clea'r'; that there at"Ef ,;two Leaders: ·· Moses and his '!btcithet" 
Aron. In their c:Ommon task ·- to communicate ·the Idea of thi; Only 
God: to the·· People: -: ·very different approaches, 
fact together create· a bi1ance. There are in faCt good intetha1 

' reasons · for regarding ·thetn >tW'd sides of a single personality'; 
: ·Schoenberg himself. · 

_ · i ,, :It iis ·to Moses that God presents the Idea of monotheism, but, 
althoughMoses, thus possesses knowledge, he does not have the power 
to communic'lite it (the role is a Sprechstimme one). Aron, on the 
other hand, ''has no direct comprehension of the Idea, only an image of 
it, but is by nature a communicator, able to crea'te verbal and ·visual 
images to which the People can respond - if not intellectually, at 
least emotionally. God's announced intention. · is that Moses shall 
govern and . controh Aron' s imag-es, and thereby comtnunicate the Idea 
through Aron to the -People. 

.. 
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Aesthetically, v.re can draw an analogy here with Wagner' s 
Gefiihlsverstandnis, "understanding through feeling", for 1t is 
clear' that Aron is ' a symbol for this function of music. His · 
miracles (Harks of art) appeal to the People's sensory and sensual 
percept1on. as the history of nineteenth century music 
tells us, iiPllgi:!s ·tend to get out of hand; emotional contents can 
too easily obscure, distort or move outside the Ideas which lie 
behind ther.1.' Hoses quickly discovers that he cannot control Aron: 
The God-Moses-Aron-People chain of communication breaks down and 
Aron gains his independence while Moses retired to the wilderness. 

Clearly the . Hoses-Aron psyche is becoming unbalanced, and ' 
although the People are able to apprehend Aron's images, they are 
little nearer to a full comprehension of the Idea of · the Only GO'd. 
Indeed, in Moses' absence ', Aron allows and encourages the setting up 
of an idol, the Golden Calf, as . an image of God which the People can 
worship. ·Since he has communicated to the People through their '' 
sensory and sensual. pei·ception, the v7orship they offer is a phys,ical, 
sensual one, an orgy of sacrifice and sexuality that · is far removed 
from the spiritual t'olitrols and restr'aints involved in a true· . . 
awareness of the Idea. The Gefiihlsversfandnis has been taken to its 
post-Tristan, frightening extreme. 

;Some controls are urgently needed. Schoenberg had realised 
the ·necessity of c6nti:"o_l in the extravagant' sensual expressioni'sm 
of late ... Roc,antic wuSic, the necessity of controlling the powet : of 
music over a }_:isteriet' 1s unconscious feelings, by a·· . 
unifying Idea on which to "consciously" base the structure; •--· · Thus 
Moses returns from the wilderness to 
with ;the ' tablets of the Law. These can be compreherided, ·. and 
of thern th·::: unconscious desLes in the psyche may be renounced. 
A;riewstanda:-d is set tip whose aim is to encourage the rerit:inCiation of 
sensual'decires artd ' t6 lead the People to a new spiritual stat.e 

'·' ;.;' (see Fret:id: Mosen arid Monotheism). 

The two brothers confront each other, now representative· of 
contras ·.::ing extremes: the sensual imagery of music and the necessary 
controlling Idea in musical composition. Mose.s accuses .Aron of .. 
creating images: Arori. produces the shattering reply that even 'M,dses' 
perception of the Idea is itself an image. The Burning Bush, the 
Voice of God) the tablets of the Law themselves, are just as much 

-itiiage!s as are Ar"on:'s miracles, speeches and the C-.olden Calf itself. 
· He is, unfortunately for 'Moses, absolutely right, and his argument 
is not vli thout relevance to the Idea of the twelve-note . row,. in which 
the is just as much an "image" as the variants ·of it in which 
it appears in a t,.;relve-note work. Moses, confused and angry, breaks 
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the of the Law and collapses, disillusioned, :whi.le At'o.n . 
creates . the pillars of cloud and fire to lead the People 'away. 

Here the second act, and ·Schoenberg's music 9 ertd; wi'tl'I 'A.ron 
victorious 9 and Hoses in despair. A victory for Aron means a victory 
for Gefiihlsvers6indnis, a triumph for music's sensual power over the 
"desirE;, to base the structure of music consciously upon a unifying idea." 

. For Schoenberg the inventor of the twelve-note method this 
conclusi'on was intellectually intolerable. In consequence, he wrote the 
text to a third act, of his own invention. Here Moses, having recast 
the tablets of the Law 9 appears from the start as in control, with 
Aron in chains and on trial, guarded by armed soldiers (a slightly 
unhappy picture of Moses as tyrant?). This time Aron's arguments 
about the necessity of images are in vain: Moses has become what 
Freud calls a super-ego figure, whose role is to control the desires 
of the unconscious. Images, he says , are no longer of service: the 
path to eternal life is through the renunciation of images. Iri their 
place we have the Ten by the pursuit of which, presumably, 
Jacob's Ladder may be ,climbed. Aron, now no longer of service either, 
is releaseds and falls dead. 

The tables have been turned on the second act. If the Golden 
Calf scene represented the extreme of the Aronic side of the psyche, 
this third act climax shows the extreme of the Mosaic side. It is no 
coincidence that Schoenberg regarded the Golden Calf scene (at least 
while he vuis composing it) as the most noperatic" moment in the opera, 
and provided no music to the third act. The text of this act was the 
necessary intellectual response to Aron's victory, but the implications 
of that text, that the Gefuhlsverstandnis side of music must be 
renounced, and is redundant, nas for Schoenberg the composer quite 
unacceptable. As a creative musician he realised that forrr>.al 
principles, while necessary, cannot and must not be taken to the extreme 
at which the sounds of music are no longer apprehended directly by the 
unconscious. 

The text of the opera, then, shows a gradual polarisation of 
the two sides of the Schoenberg personality; while the Aronic extreme of 
'tlw second act is in essence, and traditionally, musical, the Mosaic 

of .the third act is in essence anti-musical. The fact that 
Schoenberg 'see,ms to have been aware of this on the deepest creative level 
not only \oThy there is no music to the third act, but tndicates 
the stature' of his genius, and points a moral to the creative musician 
of all times. 

JOHN DRUMMOND. 
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JANI CHRISTOU 

Awareness of and identification with the past is a nationalistic 
feature more present in the Greek character than in perhaps any other 
European race: proximity to the legends of classical antiquity - often 
recr.eated . in .modern terms - .further identifies this close relationship. 
A of trage4y into the romantic image, in the case of· 
individ.uality of mind and creative ability, brings with it the danger 
of over-emphasis of events and the formation of a myth divorced from 
essentials to become a non-reality. Early death when aligned to 
tragedy · tends to heighten such a situation. 

The death in a car accident on the 8th January 1970 of the composer 
Jani Christou on the eve of his forty-fourth birthday deprived Greek 
artistic life of a rare mind who explored in his work new areas of the 
imagination. The vehicle in which the tragedy occurred also claimed the 
lives of the wives of Christou and the composer Stephanos Vassiliades, the 
last named being the .only survivor. 

Awareness of the time available for creative work certainly played 
an important part in Christou's life; his rejection of academic 

·Opportunities and anything limiting his life was further accentuated by 
.the energetic fervour with which he himself devoted to composition during 
his last years. At the time of his death he was engaged on a new concept 
of ,opera inThe Orestia, a multi-media version in contemporary terms of 

·the classical legend. 

Christou vras born in Heliopolis, a suburb of Cairo, in 1926 of a 
Cypriot mother and a Greek father; After studies at the English school 
Alexandria he attended King's College, Cambridge, for philosophy with 
Ludwig Wittgenstein, obtaining his M.A; in 1948. At the same time he 
studied composition tolith Hans Redlich and his first accepted vTOrk*Phoenix 
Music, is a product of this perjod. Serial, and post-Bergian in style, it 
.is an important work, both in its own right and in relation to his . later 
development. The association between philosophy and musical .creation became 
realities early in his life, for it was frotn the philosophical disciplines, 
especially logic - the symbolic logic of Russell and the linguistic 
logic of Wittgenstein to which he attached particular importance - . that he 
derived his later view: that "in order to be validly non-logical it is 
necessary to master the techniques of logic" - a viewpoint close to 
statements :made more recently by Xenakis in relation to chance and , randoro 
.procedures. 

After a short period of study , in Italy with Frederico Lavagnino for 
orchestration and attendance at the -•GOurses of the Accademia Musicale 
Chigiana in Sienna he moved to Zurich where for a time he studieP, 



psychology with Carl Jung. Christou 1 s elder brother, a psychologist (who 
was also to die in a car accident) was working with Jung and guided 
Christou's development, including, one may presume, areas important in 
Jung's life that are mirrored in the concepts of "protoperformance" of 
the composer's later years. 

During the next period his musical language \vas to develop slowly 
in isolation from the international music scene. He read and studied 
philosophy, re lig:i.on, anthropology, psychology, alchemy, magic and pre-
history. These activities were an essential part of the discovery of his 
true self and an individual 'creative path which incorporated "musical 
ideas derived from metaphysical speculation"; for, as John G. Papaioannou 
has observed, nchristou believed unshakably that only from an invincible 
internal necessity based on a philosophical-metaphysical foundation could 
the creation of art have meaning for anyone " . 

His development is important in the attention it gives to the 
evolution of musical form, beginning with Phoenix Music, where a 
symmetrical form derived from the 11phoenix principaln: beginning : - drama-
end/beginning, follows a complete life-cycle: birth, death and re-birth, 
yet unlike classical .ABA form correctly mirrors the beginning. Here and 
throughout his work we see the characteristic gesture of Christou in which 
at a moment of tension (drama), silence or a sudden change to a new area 

occur - as at moments of awareness of a new reality. In. later works 
7 

· · a orchestral palette does on occasions lead to the danger of 
over-orchestration. The >mrks are purified in language and texture, as also 
are his evolution of serial and post-serial techniques; the latter in the 
sphere of rhythm lead to the concept of pattern and permutation and the 
road to a synthetic notation in which the score is a summation of essential 
complex elements more clearly defined in the parts. 

. Clarification of notation to essentials - orchestration and pitch 
·material - is also combined "-'lith a complexity of rhythmic possibilities 
existing in multi-layers of small units. Such melodic and units 
each have a function and can be subjected to processes of permutation or 
exist as separate entities together with other non-related material. 
Examples of ' i:hese are found in Patterns and Permutations (1960) and the 
Toccata (1962) and a clarification from coi!lplex elements in Six Songs From .., 
T.S. Eliot (1955). 

The complex structures of Pe1.tterns and Permutations are audible in an 
orchestral work of vivid yet essential colour; it is music for the ear and 
mir.d, a di.:tlogue of actions through degrees of complexity that abruptly end 
as they began. A work of dramatic intensity at the crossroads to the new 
language cf the final years is The Tongues of Fire (1964) for baritone, 
chorus and orchestra 9 a Pentecost oratorio set in the period following the 
resurrection. The chorus enact the drama as seen through the eyes , of the 
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uneducated populace whose semi-pagan outlook 1.s mirrored 1n an 
emotionally charged score that makes extensive, use of net" speech 
possibilities in chanting, whispering and shouting; lamentation; with 
relatively little ir. the wRy of sung choral role-s. Ghristou's desire to 
move beyond the drama itself into the psychology of the people of the time 
is aided by his studies in pre-hist0ry, and realised in the unleashing of 
emotional forces absent in the devotional oratorib. 

Following a ser;ies of -works for the National Art Theatre, there 
emerged what in performance may appear to be Christou's outstanding 
contribution to our time: Hysterion (1966), a setting of the Egyptian "Book 
of the Dead" for narrators,- three choirs. orchestra, actors and tape. 
This is a work written in the net•7 "synthetic" score notation in which 
figurative illustrations indicate theatrical and emotional actions; 
ritualistic-mystical elements dominate the score in the book which is a 
series of magic.ql incantations from the lore of Egyptian magic - a powerful 
force in its own right without the particular type of Christou musical 
alchemy. The enactment of the ancient past through ritual drama here is 
heightened through the invocation to the Gods of Upper and Lf'wer Egypt in 
the litur,sy for the dead and their resurrection in the after life - the 
underworld of the animalistic gods of pre-history. Moments of hysteria and 
trance that move beyond :logic are characteristic of Christou' s late works. 

Ritual instrumental theatre is, d,eveloped systematic lo gic in 
Praxis (1965). The work exists in two versions,f0r eleven strings and 
pianist-conductor (Praxis for 12) and for forty-four strings <md pianist-
conductor (Praxis) - the two are identical except for minor points of 
or.chestration. The title indi<;:;Cltes ''purposeful action" which is combined 

· with and alternates r11ith metapraxis: ''.action beyond rational control' ' 
(trauce, panic, hysteria) .. _This :i.s . further defined by the composer: "a 
violinist playing the violin is a praxis, a violinist screaming instead of 
or. playin,g the violin is a . metapraxis .•. the term metapraxis is 
meaningful in t:he conte-xt cf con.cert; convention". The r.;usic.;!.-1 and 
IDetamusical , actions of COUtJ;Qlled Sb:Und aggrer;ateS, 
movement across the stage r:md sounds :of hysteria are transmuted into ritual 
theatre that is logical in its ceauty tl)rough an invocation of a stillness 
and meaning beyond the sounds and gestures. The notation of the final version 
made shortly before the composer's death.incorporates visual symbols that 

the degn;e and .. nature. of the metapraxis. . .·, ' ,, 

The n•?tational procedures of Mysterion and Praxis are used with 
flexibility in eachwork that .followed; fixed pitches appear less, to be 
replaced by signs and "traffic signals" together Hith notation e.nd 
rhythmic pattern notation. Hith these new possibilities Christou could 

_, realise -. his intentions with brevity and was able to cot.'lpose at speed. 
With such a notation as he requ{red for a ritual re-enactment of moments in 
pre-history and their valid transformation to present-day situations - the 
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use of controlled aleatoric procedures involving actors, instruments, 
and electronics - Christou realisEtJ. his intentions in a series of thirty-
five works for various combinations written between t966 and 1968. These 
works all aim at Hprotoperformance". · mime given 
to performances in " remote pre-history involving ritualistic i e- , 

of the drama of renewal"' at a period ''l..rhen .. hrror of non-
renewal of vital processes in the environment was , felt as real". The 
title of one work 1 Anaparastasis, means re-enactment. In \vorks 
only the climate o{ protoperformance is attempted, not anything specific; 
the audience as well as the performers interpret the drama in the light of 
their own consciousness and the logic or non-logic of the dream material 

· 

Anaparastasis for baritone and ensemble premiered at a 11'usica Viva 
concert in Hunich in November 1968 is a setting oL the uightw-atchm.;m 1 s 
opening oration from "T:.ne Orestia" of Aeschylus in wh:ich he is awaiting a 
beacon flash signifying the FA.ll of Troy. The keyword is "rele;1se"; allied 
to this are the names of colours spoken by the conductor as "traffic 
signs" "keeping a city 1 s circulation under. control" and acting ,Ml 
instrumental cues to the players. Combined with this are texts . spoken by 
the players,taken from the safety alarm regulations .governing.fire and the 
abandonment of a ship at sea. The re-enactment on , a number of 
le'!els incorporating degrees of hysteria. Within the v1ork 1 s short duration 
these are subdivided into four phases! vocal terror, hypnotic state of 
the soloists instrumental panic and sudden solemnity. The rneta-action is of 
terrifying intensity where Christou 1 s flexibility with large volumes of 

.. sound is used with masterly control; his use of the crescendo as a 
··. formative/generative element is unique. (The device ,.Jas for him akin to the 

.use by Xenakis of the pizzicato towards differing metamusical ends.) liJhen 
imitated by other Greek composers since his divorced from the 
rationale behind its use-allied to concepts of -pattern, ·time and a ritual 
meaning - it is merely an illogical event. 

Christou' s last completed work 't<Jas for orchestra and 
tape, written at the suggestion of Heinrich Strobel and premiered in 

California in 1969. At the root of this piece is the regulating 
function of opposites! the forward movement of energy and regression. (The 
contrawise of dualities is one of the major psychological laws 
discovered by Heraclitus). Each instrumentai entry is defined by a pattern. 
There are twenty-seven of these plus simple permutations and each player 
has a role further extended by a metapraxis function indicated by sign 
notation. These pictures are of a metapsychic variety; the "pictures are to 
be decoded by reference to a set of . .. The 
degree and type of actio!f Y-1ill alter with the country and nati,onality of 

.·. the performers. The . "synthetic notation" of component patterns crea,tes a 
picture whose visuaL impaot can be assimilated as a \<Jhole and not . merely in 
stages. The success of the -Oakland performance proved to .Christou;the 

£: 

.. 
.. 
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validity of his notational process with a large body of orchestral 
players working within the confines of the conventional repertoire, and 
therefore its adaptability for future works • 

In the work of relatively few artists can such a continuous line 
of development be traced as in the work of Christou from Phoenix Music 
to Enantiodromia. Clarity of texture stripped to essentials is achieved 
by the composers of the past only in old age. Christou found his clarity 
of vision by the age of forty. 

With the loss of any creative artist speculation on the 
uncharted future is meaningless. The Orestia would have been a 
considerable contribution to the death of conventional opera; certain of 
his plans for the work were discussed with the writer some months before 
his death. His original treatment of the sound possibilities in electronics 
are preserved in the tape he prepared for a recording of Epicycle and in 
his work fer and film. Plans for the creation of an arts centre in 
Greece, where artists could work for a period away from commercial 
pressures, and the founding of a multi-media group for authentic 
performances of his own work were ideas close to his heart. His 
contribution remains in his music, and in his remarkable qualities as a 
man. In this,he will be especially remembered by the young Greek 
composers and performers whom he guided on a path to the future. 

DAVID JONES. 
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SOLO HUSIC FOR THE DOUBLE BASS 

1 am frequently if the, double is a solo instrument; whether 
,any music has written for it and, if so, what it ought to sound like. 
T'nerefo:re it might be useful to stn:r.m.arise my findings.· Since I have been 
building a library of music for the double bass over the last fifteen 
years. 

There are many transcriptions of popular .cello pieces for the bass, 
but these must be disrnissed if they do not add anything to the original. 
The only excepticms are some of the s(')natas by Vivaldi, Marcello a.'ld others: 
the over-rich.t more dignified meLancholy of the double bass can blend with 
,a harpsichord accomp.anime11.t in a antique manner. Only t.rhen the 
has$ .t,ries ·to imitate the brightness and limpid quality of the cello tone, 
or the; Jnst,rum,ent' s . smoothness in connecting wide intervals, does it fail. 
Or if ·it .. su,(;ceeds it simply makes one ask: so what? 

: :, 

,, · · G.B.Cl.mador (1761-1805) wrote a concerto for bass. Karl Ditter von 
Dittersdorf (1739-1799) wrote two concertos and a, sinfonia concer'tante for 
bass and solo viola. Doroenico Dt·agonetti (1763...:1848) wrote seveial 
concertos and was the first bass-player to achieve an international 
reputation. Any of this music is as agreeable to listen to as some of 
Haydn's lesser works. It is completely devoid of depth - as is t ypical 
of many forgotten 18th pieces designed as elegant 
background music. 

The greatest bass virtuoso in the 19th century was Giowmni Hottesini 
(1821-1889). His most important works for the instrument are the two 
concertos, the C::mcerto di bravura, a double concerto for violin and 
the Carnival of Venice and the Sonambula. variations. He also wrote <m · 
Elegy, a Reverie and a Tarat1tella - all with piano. 

Bottesini 's music requires great accuracy in the playing of harmonics - ·· 
usually at high speed. The themes, developmentsJ modulations and key 
rotations have to fit in with the natural harmonics available and are 
subservient to this display of virtuosity. His style may be termed 
"inferior Verdi n - or perhaps it might be as though Bellini or Donizetti 
had written concertos for the double bass! The best works are the 
Tarantella, the Carnival of Venice and the double concerto which are all 
unashamed display pieces in which Bottesini did not take himself 
seriously as a composer. E.ov.tever, the sonic effect of so many ha:rmonics 
is ghostly and curious and therefore worthy of study: 

,, 
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Better known as a conductor; Serge Koussevitsky (1874-1951) started 
life as a double bass soloist and wrote four short pieces for the instrument 
as well as a In every detail - themes, harmonies, even 
orchestration - the concerto is modelled on Tchaikovsky (First Piano 
Concerto!). Nevertheless, it remains the only truly romantic work for 
the bass, neither apologetic (like Dragonetti) nor absurdly over-
inflated and acrobatic (like Bottesini). 

To sum up so far: solo bass music had largely been written by the 
virtuosi themselves and it from lack of original style. l'he 
forms are academic in the sense and the styles frankly 
imitative of music by contemporary composers. The music is only · 
occasionally successful when the musical ingredients and the performer's 
genius coincide. 

The pity is that none of the virtuosi established a school of playing 
and a tradition of competent players. Dragonetti played in the King's 
Theatre, London for many years and took refuge in multiple 
eccentricities. Bottesini travelled to most countries of the world, 
writing operas and conducting with variable success. Koussevitsky 
became conductor ·of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Their music may be 
termed good "bad music" and this is an important definitionsince the 
next e.ra produced chiefly bad ''good music"! 
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The double bass was the late developer of string family and on.ly came 
into its own in the orchestra at the beginning of the 18th century. Although 
its structure became more or less standard. players tuned the three or four 
strings according to individual taste or whim and the tuning E-A-D-G was not 

_ laid down until 1832. (For this l-1e have to thank Cherubini, director of the 
Paris Conservatoire at the time . ) As Dragonetti and Bottesini played their 
solos on three-string basses and varied their tuning from time to time it·"would 
be almost impossible to play their music authentically. Jf..odern editions are 
necessarily modified. 

In Czechoslovakia, Germany and Austria today, a tradition has developed 
in which the bow is held in the palm of the hand - as ·when playing the viola 
da gamba. In France, Italy and England a differently-designed bow - identical 
to the cello bow only larger ... is u:sed.. I prefer this because I can make a 
Qetter sforzando attack, but I adnuf:-:r ca.<not achieve the candlena of the 

· German school. 

Edouard Nanny (1872-1949) became professor of double bass at the 
Conservatoire in 1920 and inspired the publication music for · the 
instrument than anyone else. His Tutor (MJthodes), in two parts, is by 
far the most skilful, comprehensive and ca:refully-graded that I have ever 
seen. His three books of studies and his concerto and four other pieces 
have g·reater technical than musical interest and his transc:riptions of 
popular pieces by some twenty-one famous composers suggest that his 

of music for the bass was rather tied to the expressive and 
virtuosic ideal of the cello. 

But he inspired some twenty-five French composers to tvrite' pieces for 
solo bass with piano. Leaning heavily on the impressionist style then 

these pieces are in the bad 11 good music" category ...;, u.s-u'a11y 
very stylish and attractively written but lacking in musical ideas, the substance 
or content needed to give them the magic which is an indefinable ingredient 
of all great music. I would single out the follo\>;ing as worthy of study 
and repeated public Dulaurens: :t>forceau de Concert; Rivier: 

en Rk; Pierre-peti t: et Variations; CJ:-.aynes: Lied, 
Scherzando et Final; Bozza: sur le nom Nanny; Lemaire: 
Trois •Danses. 

Still in line with the expressive approach, the American bass-player Gary 
Karr is the most outstanding of our time. He has made seven records of solos 
and inspired concertos from Schuller, Wilder and Henze. Since the salient 
features of Karr' s playing are his superb tone quality and tasteful phrasing • 
it is logical that Renze, whose style is basically conservative, should write 
a concerto ·for him. 

The first movement of Rente's concerto is lyrical and serene . 2) and 
is followed by a brilliant scherzo (Ex. 3). ,, -
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'rhe long third movement is a chac.orme, as might seem appropriate 
for the double bass, but the theme consists 'l!iostly of r.1andering 

thirds and as the music unfolds this leads to some very 
thick textures, in spite of many fine details and some alluring sounds. 
The scoring, using extra woodwind, has great freshness and beguiling 
subtlety t but in spite of Henze 's great ski 11 and h:i.s evocative writing, 
the work cannot be claimed a success. The solo part is much in need 
of editing. a which has been rejected by Lajos Hontag, professor 
of double bass at the Academy of Music in Budapest. 

Montag's own technique is in the best string tradition of 
Eastern Europe. and his career as a soloist and teacher has inspired 
many works from composers of the Bartok-Kodaly school. His ovm 
excellent Micro-Concerto {which he premiere.d in Greiz, East Germany$ 
last year) illustrates the influence of a combined gypsy and folk 
background, refined and concentrated in a brilliant and extrovert 
m&i.ner. It is improvisatory in style, with sudden changes of tempo 
and some wild accelerandos. Deyices such as multiple 
tremolos on high notes) and also declamatory statements, are put to 
good effect in this most successful work. 

The 20th century has seen many fine jazz bass players, such as 
Scott le Faro, Charlie Mingus and Francois Rabath, whose pizzicato 
techniques, combining smoothness with velocity! and original structures 
of the bass:...line have ne-w possibilities. Apart from t:he 
ephemeral content of much ja::t,z an)T"way) its heavy reliance on 
improvisation tends to produce music that can only be heard once, except 
when played by unusually creative Nonetheless, the jazz 
trumpet has improved standards in orchestral tru.mpe.t playing and a 
similar cross fertilisation is at tvork for the double bass. 

Taking up these new developments and fusing them into a modern 
performing style has been the >·rork of Bertram 'ruretzky, a professor 
at the University of California, San Diego. Effects such as flutter 

wood knock, col legnc and sul ponticello are employed as 
an essential part of the musical fabric, not merely for display. 
Breaking away from the usual formula of recitals with piano, Turetzky 
plays 'tvith an avant-garde flautist or alone) with pre-recorded tapes 
of himself, often multi-tracked, or tapes of electronic sounds. 

1'o illustrate his musical innovations ii let us first: consider 
for Solo Bass by Elliott written for Turetzky in 

1966. I quote ft·om some o.f . the composer 1 s very precise 
instructions: 
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"Although this is a "solo11 una.ecom:panied work, you are to 
conceive of it as a DUETt one part to be played upon your in.strument, 
the other part to be performed in a variety_;. of ways . 

"AUXILIARY SOUNDS. Specific rhythms are indicated by e , C.l 
etc. These sobnds are of your own choosing, made on your 
instrument (slapping, tapping etc.), vocally (whistling, clicking etc.) 
or by any other means (stamping feet, snapping rapping 
bow on music stand etc. etc . ). No more than two successive C 
should be alike • 

.,INAUDIBLE VISUAL ACTIONS. Rhythms are indicated by " • !( 
etc., and the actions should convey precisely articulated rhythms. 
TI1e actions are of your own choosing, but should be abrupt (quick 
motion), "mechanical" and robot-like: turning your head from side to 
side or up/down, extending an arm or le.g, suddenly sitting or standing 
etc. etc. Perform the action quickly and then nfreeze" it for the 
duration of the 'f No successive 5' should be alike". 

In order to ·. p_erform this piece the player must add up the 
number of "aux11iary sounds (44) and visual actions (18) and make a 
list of sounds of indeterminate pitch that he can make, together 
with drawings of \•aridus poses to describe his chosen visual 
actions. Tnen he must incorporate these into the piece, making 
sure that they fit naturally together and also that they make an 
effective "cou."1terpoint" with the 11 straight11 played part. The piece 
is test of the player's inventive ingenuity: the bolder one plays 
the theatrical part, the greater the effect of the work. I give 
part of my own realisation belo\v as an example of how this may be 
achieved: 

. . 
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Logs for two or more double basses by Paul Chihara was also written 
for Bertram Turetzky. It is the fifth in a series of t'tone pictures" 
dealin.g with trees and it makes more musical demands tha11 ;t:he . piece by 
Schwartz. The piece consists merely of one phrase and twd slightly 
modified variants of it, as follows: 

£x.. 5 : Chshara: Loss . : 

These phrases are repeated .continuously with slight deviations each time: 
alterations in emphasis, nuance, and micro-tonal adjustment. One 

· or more such as those it\ Ex.6, may bE( interjected or repeated 
in any order. The piece should i.e. it' should be in some 
natural physical rhythm. It is qui_et and slow range : pp to mp) 
and it lasts from eight to ten minutes. · 
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One cr1uc has said that Logs __ t're,Teals the composer as a 
sensitive lyricise•. But the point is, surely, that the is 
composing the counterpoint, length and structure of the piece. In 
addition to mastering his instrument and interpreting and projecting 
whatever he plays, the performer of this piece must have a working 
knowledge of contemporary compositional procedures since it could be 
realised in any style he chooses - including no style at all. 

Lastly, ou ea pas?e, by the Rumanian composer Alexadre 
H:risanide. This work consists of a divided into twenty sections, 
each one an abstract pattern of SOilJe sort. Each section is numbered and 
a key appended to the piece gives instructions as to what each pattern 
on the drawing shall represent in performance. For No. 1 asks 
for "indefinite atmospheric noisesn, No. 2 for "phrases a la Richard 
Strauss". No. s .·is "sing bird note.s pianissimo., and No. 10 asks the 
player to "read from any book some words aloud". Thus the player is 
asked to provide a whole range of activities in his realisation: 
conventional and unconventional performance on his instrument, muaical 
and extra-musical activities independent of it. 

In this piece the composer does not even provide a clue as to 
what note the player should start on, or indeed whether the sotmd should 
be pitched or no. 1£ the player can perform this work to the 
satisfaction of composer and public, then he must be a composer in his 
own right. 1£ his realisation comes alive as effectively as the drawing 
surely does then we are back, small differences, to the problem which 
faced Dragonetti - who had to compose his music for the bass because 
virtually nothing had previously been '1-rritten for it. 

But more is at stake than just the devolution of the composer•s 
:ole to the per.former. .@. o,u ea passe.:_ can be played on any stringed 
lnstrument and in time all instrumentalists may have to face only verbal 
instructions or drawings. It seems contradictory, at a time when 
scholarship and insights into the mystery of creati·v-e composition are at 
such a peak, that an anarchist school, headed by John Cage, should exist. 
Yet evolution is a painful process, and if the arts are in a process 
of democratisation, i.e. a situation in which every person WJSt be a 
responsible artist and accept the ir.:<plications contained in the meaning 
of the word democracy, then this step is cha biggest and most painful 
of all. 

LEROY B. COWIE 
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l>ITJSJC FROH SILESIA 

The quarterly journal "Polish Music" regularly lists all performances 
throughout the world of works by Polish composers and it is very 
distressing to observe how seldom Polish music is played in this country. 
(The situation has been partially remedied ·this year when Polish ·works were 
a special feature of the 1972 Edinburgh Festival). Yet, cdniide'ririg ' the 
tremendously important role which Polish music has played in re;cent . 
developments. a disproportionate amount of listening time s-till seems to be 
accorded it in Britain, even though two of Lutoslawski's finest works 
(faroles ,Tissees and the Ce llo Concerto) were commissioned by . this country 
and first performed here. But Lutos.!awski and Penderecki apart, Polish 
music is frequently misunderstood in Britain. 

I remember reading a review of Tadeusz Baird's Four Essays for 
after a concert in London last December, and how shocked and 

angry I was when the critic wrote, "I should have felt happier had one of 
the Four Essays presented a faster and tougher line, but, by the standards 
of Eastern European proletarian music, these pieces were both advenHirous 
and imaginative." Anyone who has even the s lightest knowledcge vbf t?:oland 
(an Eantern European country?), with its post-war culture and pcist.:.:stalinist 
freedom in the arts, not to mention an understanding of the individti.ill 
composers, could never have written those words - the complete antithesis of 
Po,lish a,chievement. Such is the state of understanding in Britain atthe 
moment. ,. Perhaps it will improve after Edinburgh. 

There is also the equally wrong assumption that the most widely known 
Polish composers in Britain-Lutos(awski and Penderecki - are still totally 

of modern Polish music. So they are to a great extent, as 
vTell as being responsible for a great many recent developments. Because 
of these men, and others like Serocki, we can speak of a Po11sh 's-chool' of 
composition. · No other country has such a modern national. school. But 
within this national unit are many diversified trends 'artd; styles - and yet 

ultimate goal seems to be one and the same : a •Polish-: sonority. What 
to do in this article is to put forward the names or three composers 

as,representa:tives of the middle generation in Polarid arid as artists working 
along quite different lines from Lutoslawski, Penderecki or Baird. 

After the Nazis tried ruthlessly to wipe out all traces of Poland's 
culture and cultural heritage, the Polish people made fantastic efforts to 
re-establish its respectability on all levels. The building of primary and 
secondary schools and academies of music in many provincial towns and 
cities helped to re-establish a musical culture throughout Poland. While 
Warsaw remains the chief centre there are many others with considerable 

·power and achievement behind them. One of the most dynamic centres is · 
Katowice where there is a very active academy - and the best Polish orchestra 
I have heard. This is where Witold Szalonek, Wojciech Kilar, and Henryk 
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Mikolaj G6recki are working and in coiD? arison with other composers living 
outside Warsaw these three form a very impressive group indeed . 

Katowice is .situated in Silesia, an industrial area of Poland which 
has ah.;rays been renowned for its music-making - a particularly famous and 

·'popular outcome of which is the native folk music, spread by the Slask 
'' Song ·and Dance Ensemble. Szalonek and Kilar both studied at the Academy 

of Music (or to give it its official title, the State Higher School for 
Music) with \>7oytowicz, and G6recki studied there with Bolesi:a\v 
Szabelski. 

In his more recent works, Szalonek (b . 1927) has been occupied with 
using a new kind of sound material, particularly in relation to wind 
instruments. He felt t hat in most Polish contemporary music the new <md 
very Polish string textures were not matched by a similarly revolutionary 
sound material for the wind. He has always been attracted by 'sound', 

that used by non-European cultures, and found the solution to 
his problem in experiments with sound-possibilities of •.vind-blown instruments. 
This was not until after 1963 when he had finished working on the 
Concertino for Flute and Orchestra, in which he wrote whole sections of the 
second movement to be performed on the mouth-piece and pitch pipe of the flute 
separately. His researches were extremely extensive and the techniques 
employed include special blowing methods, altering the fingering for certain 
notes and providing new combinations of fingering (producing combined tones), 
and the different effects of using side trill keys to produce combined tones. 
The latter i s used particularly on the clarinet where the main note is held, 
and either two, or three side keys are trilled simultaneously, giving 

• >vibrations ' of different qualities. 

'·' A work which aptly demonstrates these techniques is Proporzioni(1967), 
for harp trio. The flute player is asked at times to enclose the moutb-hole 
tightly with the lips, to blow 't>Jith such a pressure as to produce the 
highest overtone, and then to stop the mouth-hole quickly vTith the tongue. 
Another indication is a diminished blowing pressure and a loosening of the 
lips to produce a non-mechanical lmvering of the sound, which is used in 
conjunction with the 'combined-tone-technique'. Szalonek's raw material is 
sound itself, and his new technique has been incorporated into Les .. 
for symphony orchestra (1965), Quattro per Oboe Solo (1966), 
Mutazioni per Orchestra (1966), Proporzioni and Improvisations Sonoristiques 

··· ror clarinet, trombone, cello and piano (1968). The Tatter illustrates 
Szalonek' s work very well, but is not as successful a 'work as Proporzioni, 
where musical invention, sonority and form are admirably woven together with 
none of the stitches left showing. The progression ofthe music through time 
is intensified by the plan: introduction, followed ' by sections one to five, 
with distinct ideas from all sections projected forward, anticipating the next 
section and at the same time giving added perspective and relevance to the 
climax. 
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Replying to a that he uses_unnatural or degenerate sounds, 
Szalonek quoted Webern's .definition .of music - 11 Tone, music, is the 
reflection of natural -laws in their relation to the sense of hearing." 
"Thus," says Szalonek, .''every sound may be used in certain specific 
conditions to express musical substance.'' 

Wojciech Kilar (b.l932); in his more recent works has concerned 
himself with an extraordinary simplicity of material. His principal early 
works include Riff 62 for orchestra (1962), Generig.ue for orchestra (1963), 
Dipthongos for choir and orchestra (1964), _Springfield Sonnet for 
orchestra (1965) a11d Solenne (1967), which together form one distinct part 
of his _outp'\Jt. kilar believes that the musical expression of his 

weakened if they repeat what has gone before. For this 
\le regards -Training 68 (1968) as the first work to result from 

since 62. Not having written chamber music for ten 
yea;rs,, he . saw the composition as an exercise (training). The sound 
materl.a.i. is evolved from the opening cello motive C sharp, D sharp, 
C sharp.,.: in its lowest position, matching durations of semibreve, 
minim, an<;l dotted This uneasily static material on one pla.ne, 
and . the .exactly measured pauses on the other, presents a two-st-tat·a:dwund-

similar to that which we will find in the music of 

Mter the interruption on his work of Alleluia (for huge forces), 
. and the discovery of the powers of simple material (cf. David Bedford), 

.; , Kilar Upstairs-Downstairs for soprano and orchestra which he 
completed 1971 • . is in this work that Kilar' s . thesis is fully 
presented •.. .• 4 GOntinuation of my efforts · to · make music out 
of nothing, out that are frequently ,considered as secondary and 
minor in importance, as a 'background' " . The musical drama in -this ·work 
arises from an almost emotional regard for the diminished triad which is 
approached, and eventually transformed by other single notes 
into a .triad')) ultimately into a major triad. ::. .,, 

.' r·: 
! ! ; J ; •• • 

By. tak,ing stand, Kilar is not fighting against the present 
musical situation, .but trying to reflect his own personal ' condition. His 
current ideas are not in line 'll!ith many other Po J.ish composers but may be 
superficially compared with more Western trends (e.g. Stockhausen and 
Be.dford). Yet, ... at the: ,sc;me time, his work is constructed into one 
s.onorous whole .w;ith the .eii!phasis on the progression of ; sonority' and in 
this respe.ct is ,in direct line from the developments of! Po·iish . 
music in rthe late .5Q' s and early 60's. ·' · 

Henryk Mikol:aj G6recki (b. · 1933) is the most remarkable and 
prolific member of. this group of composers, and . perhaps, the 
most outstanding the ·younger-middle - generation of composers working in 
Poland at . the His fi.rst important compositions, which 'a:pp.eared in 

; :.· . . .... · ; . ·.' 
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1955, are Four Preludes for piano Op. 1, and the Toccata for two pianos 
Op. 2. In 1958 he was awarded the Local Artistic Prize for Y:oung 

· Composers, and in .1960 he took part in a competition sponsored by t:he Youth 
Circl:e .Assoc;:ia:tion of Polish Composers and was awarded first' p.d'te' for his 
Monologhi Op. 16, for soprano and -three groups of instnimerits; to his 
own words. I'm not sure if there is any connection between this work and 

, . Berio' s Circles (also 1960), · but the two works are strangely similar in the 
forces employed and in the instrumental textures. · · 

G6recki's Hrst really significant work after the Concerto for Five 
Instruments and String Quartet (1957) is Scontri (Collisions) for large 
orchestra (1960). From his earliest works G6recki's music is composed, like 
much post-Webernian music, of very emphatic features, and in Scontri the 
extreme expressions of dynamics give the _ work an almost granite-like 
quality. The orchestra is divided into four groups of instruments: 
woodwind (12), brass (12), percussion (52) and strings (30.12.10.8). These 
are operated through two kinds of sound disposition. The first is a sound 
complex (on the horizontal or vertical) of a varied number from 1-12, and 
the second, of a varied number from 1-88. Gorecki tried to break away 
from the traditional division of sound in space by specifying a particular 
seating arrangement. The music is then written in a literally stereophonic 
manner through the construction of twelve collision courses. These 
are then followed through triangular movements in space so that sounds travel 
toward one another from various parts of the orchestra, collide, and then 
break away (cf. Monolcghi and Genesis II). Spatialsound-division such 
as this has been widely used in recent years, and particularly by Poles 
such as GOrecki, Serocki (Epizody for strings artd three groups of 

, ,, .percussion (1959), and Dobrowolski (Music for strings, two groups of 
·: .·, vind instruments and two loudspeakers (1967)). 

The form of Scontri is difficult to grasp at first, bu't ·running 
through the inter-related blocks of sound is a determined internal 
symmetry. G6recki decides on the kind of symmetrical plan he wants 
for . these _blocks and the conclusion is then a logical outcome of the 
beginning, .in .the same way that Messiaen's non-retrogradable rhythms 'are 
self-constructing. · 

In his trilogy Genesis (1962-63), Gorecki's musical style is much 
less complex than in Scontri. Genesis I - Elementi per tre archf · presents 
sectionalised ideas, but uses a more direct -minimal notation and 
the rhythm of some repeated ideas up to the performer. In this way the 
composer aims at a more natural kind of complexity and can concentrate 
on a more ,direct expression and juxtaposition of his ideas. In 
Genesis II Canti. strumentali per 15 esecutori, the same directness of 
expression is seen but with a further departure. As a contrast to the 
sustained string writing of the opening (the extension of a note), Gorecki 
introduces the piano (two performers) whose material consists of tone-

'I 
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clusters. The idea is repeated (the extension of a.n idea) 
wit;h ogly subtle changes. ,Genesis III -- Monodram per soprano, met alli 
di percussione e sci violbassi follows a similar line .to that taken, 
parts I and II. 

Cho1f.OS L- per s.trumenti ad area marks yet another new 
departure in GOrecki 1 s The .repeated '' ideas in .of a 
rather -aleatoric n-&ti:m:r. . No•v, :in. Choros, the . composer is quite. 

• . . • . · , · . • . . • . • . . . , .. , ··" . • I 
notat1ng exact n.otes an aud1ble From s 
argument is conc:erned with intervallic relationships as well ;as. co!:our 
relationships, and this fact is greatly .aid,ed by extreme and 
an almost ceremonial repetition of, and insist;enpe: on, his The 
opening is clearly written in triple metre, one strand of sound ' (violan) 
playing consistently 'pp' with one note per peat, and the second strand 
(violins and :cellos) playing sustained cres•cendo clust:;e:rs agair•st 
the regular:ity of the violas. The l :arge middle sectipn is free, yet 

. from ·the' !graphic spacing of notes within the bar lines J.:t .is :ct:uite clear 
to the performer r.1here the notes must be placed in the bar. The section 
consists of repeated two-bar units whose notes remain the same :!:or great 
stretches at a time. The interaction and opposition (collision?) of 
repeated ideas on different planes fading in and out of focus is extended 
to the end of the work whose conclusion gives maximum justification to the 
techniques involved. 

In Refrain for Orchestra (1965), ideas of simplicity, 
varied repetition, symmetry, insistence and the exploration of the 
qualities of intervallic relationships are even more evident. The first 
section of the ABA structure begins with the strings playing in unison: 
C, C, D flat, C, C, (in the rhythm - dotted minim, minim, dm., m., dm., 
(crotchet equals 26 - 28)). This totally symmetrical unit fnreshad r. i!S the 
whole constructional logic of the work. To each successively longer 
appearance of this unit a major second is added until the augmented fourth 
(C-F sharp) is reached, thus providing a series of parallel whole-to:'1e 
chords. The second section destroys the hypnotic calm of the first r,rith 
wind and strings playing whole-tone chords 'marcatissimo' (crotchet= 132-i38,, 
and the brass and percussion chipping bits out of the main body of sound. 
The whole of this rhythmic structure is worked out beforehand and 
groups of repeated chords (1, 2, 3 or 5 times repeated) form a large unit 
whose rhythm and pitch is non-retrogradable. This severe application of 
symmetry makes Refrain even further removed from Charas, and from this work 
extended sections are self- contained and not faded into succeeding ones. 

Later works such as Muzyczka 2 for four trumpe ts, four trombones, 
two pianos and percussion (1967), or Old Polish Husic for orchestra (1969) 
also exhibit a preference for clear-cut sections, but with small of 
notes taking over from long sustained sounds. Yet Canticum Graduum !':or 
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orchestra (1969) uses , only sustained wr1t1ng, which suggests that even 
though G6re,cki has made .. a decidedly clear progression from his works of the 
late SO's and early 60's, he has as yet neither found his style nor 
reached the peak of his artistic output. 

While a lot of Polish composers can sometimes be accused of 
using cliches, G6recki has, from the very start, been outstandingly 
original. At the early age of 27 he produced Scontri which in many \vays 
was far ahead of the music being ,written by his mature contemporaries. 
What has marked the Polish school is their outstanding originality, and 
Gorecki, even as a young man, was one of the very first original Polish 
composers. Through simplicity and insistence his art has a directness and 
purpose which only the greater composers possess. 

It is quite a feat when a country can boast more than one major 
centre of musical composition. Witold S?:alonek has said, "Silesia stands 
not only for coal and steel, but also for culture and ,art". ' , If only 
Britain could boast centres of composition in its industrial areas ....•• 

JOHN CASKEN. 

. -: ; . 

:·:· 
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MUSICAL SM0RREBR0D 

11th Congress of the International Musicological $ociety 

Copenhagen: August 20-25, 1972 . 

In addition to the scientific and social programmes, the 11th Congress 
of the I. M. S :. , provided delegates with the opportunity of hearing a wide 
variety oLmodern Scandinavian music . Since much of the music was very 
exciting and completely unknown to me, ' and the standards of performance very 
high, I should like to review the concerts briefly, and to indicate some 
composers whose music deserves to be played more often in this ' country, 
without in any way pretending to be able to give even a bird's eye view of 
present day musical activities in Scandinavia. 

On August 21st there was a concert of chamber ,.;rorks in the_ excellent 
Loui,s,i.a,n,c;t Museum .of Modern Art at Humlebaek. None of the pieces :was written 

!:1,..96 7 , and all are dedicated to the performers who them on 
this qccasion. · • The Danish Wind Quintet is clearly · a considerable force 1n 

. the ._Dani:sh musical scene. They played brilliantly three works: Per 
Horld' (1970), Pelle Gudmundsen-Holmgreen's 'Terrace in 

5 Stage·s' -(J.969) and Ib Nl,llrholm' s "Preludes to a v!ind Quintet' (1972). The 
N(,l!rholm ;:the least successful. His rambling melodic style is combined 
in a totally m;isconceived and unconvincing manner with more advahced textures. 
The deliberate diatonicism of the slow movement· simply became: boring, whilst 

AccoJ:#on. Sc·nata of 196 7, played by Mogeris Elle!taard, remained 
tediously anchored to the accordion's triadic construction. · 

Nl,llrholm apparently reverted to a more 'traditional' style about 1966, 
before which, along with many Scandinavian composers of his generation (he 
was born .in t931), he v7as occupied with serial techniques. Instead of 
retreating, as Nl,llrholm has done, Per N.l,llrgiird seems to have developed his 
style relentlessly, and currently employs shifting melodic patterns derived 
from two or four note motifs which are combined into infinitely long tone 
rows with repeated rhythmic patterns. In ' Whirl's World' the fast 
staccato patterns are juxtaposed with amsuperimposed on sustained notes 
which sometimes explore the beats produced by simultaneously sounding notes 
differing slightly in pitch. While not all the transitions seemed correctly 
calculated, this was a very stimulating piece. The other piece, 
played by Bent Lylloff, was 'Wawes 1 for percussion (1968), a s tudy in 
shifting accents within continuous rhythmic movement. After a ritualistic 
gong stroke the , patterns moved from one group of instruments to the next-
4 tuned drums , 6 small tuned gongs, xylophone + side • drum, ·. and ·finally a 
pair ofchromatic timpani. The effect: hypnotic and exciting . 
works are beginning to become known in this country; several have been 
broadcast, notably 'Voyage of the Golden Screen' for chamber orchestra. 

Gudmun<;lsen-Holmgreen's 'Five Stages' revealed extreme economy of thought, 
each of the five movements had its own character. Diatonic clusters 
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were treated with a Stravinskian feeling for chord sounds in the first and 
with motor rhythms in the second. Tpe middle movement was an 
hilarious parody of irri1tation by computer of tonal music, ·the fourth a 
fugue (hardly as " completely simplifiedu as the programme note suggested) 
and the fifth static like the first, but melancholy with many drooping 
sighs. 

Arguably the most successful p1ece of the evening was Arne Nordheim's 
'Dinosaurus' for Accordion and Tape (1970). Its use of such textures as 
clusters and glissandi completely- freed it (unlike the from the 
accordion's traditional idiom. As far as one could tell, the tape 
functioned as an extra dimension to the sound, not as a stimulus to 
improvisatory reactions from the soloist. · 

On August 23rd, a concert was given 1n Lund Cathedral, Sweden, by 
Regionsmusiken in Southern Sweden (conductor Helle Rosen) and the Swedish 
Ra_dio Choir (conductor Eric Ericson), with Karl-Erik Welin (orgari). The 
first-named played s 'Ceremonial Music for t·Jinds' (1968), a. spatial 
piece:, in which four groups, each consisting of a single type of 
instrument; were loc.a:ted in various parts of the buildfng. The groups always 
played in the same sequence, viz. trumpets, oboes, trombones and horns, and 
had their own distinctive material. The brilliant fanfares of the trumpets 
gave way . .to bel:b-like oboe chords where each instrument produced chords 
by of special fingering and positioning of the reeds in the m9uth. 
_The simple diat.onic trombone fanfares gave way to bewitchihg horn music 
played largely wi-th natural harmonics. The sequence was repeated ·several 
times with small changes, but while these were not sufficient to convince one 
of a coherent formal structure, the sounds themselves were thoroughly 

, ,enchanting. 

Karl-Erik Helin played Jan l>l. Morthenson1 s 'Pour Mildame Bovary', 
written in 1962 when the composer w·as only 22. After a seemingly · 

stretch of shifting breathy rumblings it reathed effective 
,climaxwith the notes B flat - A - C -'- ·B flat proclaimed',loudly over the 
rumblings. 

The . remainder of the concert; rather badly planned, consisted of 
choral music, and apart from Buxtehude' s 'Hissa Brevis 1 '(rather 
indifferently performed) was all by composers born betwe'en 1915 and 1928. 
No praise is too high for the choir ' s execution of this difficult rqusic. 
;Many of the pieces employed clusters, glissandi, Sprechstimme 2 speech and 
whisper. The two which seemed most successful were Knut. Nystedt's 
. ' .De profundis' -(1964), the· masterstroke of which was the app-earance of one 
of the versions of psalm-tone 4 in the doxology in combinat:i.on wit:hdiatonic 
clusters, and Lars Edlund' s 'Gloria' (1969), which as well as least 
afraid to employ ordinary triads was also the most exciting in 'it's ·use of 
speech. At the beginning, for instance, a solo tenor singing , from the 

· palcony, aroused responses half-sung, spoken arid whispered by the 
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August 24th saw us a,ssemble9 i n Dan_i ?h impressive concert 
hall for a concert py R4dio $ymphbny : conductep_by its musical 
director Herbe rt Blomstedt. Familiar wer e SibeH.us' boring I Tapiola I 
and Nielsen 1 s disturbing 5th Symohony, here given a oerf_o,rmgnce 
with part,icular_ly fip.e ___ plaving f rom woodwtnd an.ii. tpper st:ropg-s. ; tp.e·. . 
rest of cohcert of l940, 
and Ingmar Lidholm' s 1 Poesis per 1 of '1963. ,.._ · . 

. ·. ,::. . 

with _Al:ve an 
elegaic one-movement piece employing a small orchestra ... 

a wea;5}.?9me , qualit'y to the 
qf any . contq1sr 1;:0 the_ poly-pho1;1y"" As in 

I meine Zuvers'icht' ; . enters ... towards ' the end' here on a 9010 trumpet 1n 
.. _, _. •;.. ·, .t l,;_ 

combinat:ion with previous 
• • •• ••• • ; : f_ ., • • •• • • ·,· 

In.·. _._contrfst, . trye Lidlwlm 1 

orchestra' and wi thotit doubt the niece "of 'Ehe 
quoted in the programme note thus: • 

. _._- :·. : :. 

·_. ; : .. ,} of 
V?hat one C91} . call tutt:I,, prchestrcl dramat1C t2 

certain · distinct instruments. in particular piano 
contrabass ..•. The work was at a time. when instrumental:' 
was . ip. especially 
Ertk. The 'pJ§tno' p,art is. f9,f:Jle1in and 

aytoD-g de terminati'\Te working 
. the - H ; J:.n \¥eHP, 

'; ?-nd . l?t.ge The 
wor!(J§ I?-Ot! tei}lpS>ra i1Y .. YrJlOUS a}le( the 

pf . it"; '_jhe[i. c9r?i:>aratively 
little· I .· ; pCCal?iQnal, '$.l)o4(, .. Of the 

-.;;'·pez:torn4:mc: yras que ··_ t,2 · pf · 
obv1ous enJoyment they drew from thetr owri v1rtuos1ty, and to 
dramaf;ic t:imit}g of <;()nquq:or, .. 
gestures (he is a pupil ' of Bernstein)' for .. apt - _ 
complement to the sound. The BBC Symphony . 
emulate the enthusiasm of , tpe musiciaps, and c<?uld do •·mise --i:ha!l to 
lose their inhibitions by · , ; ,;. · :·· 

_, . ... 

F' .. CARVER. 
'':". :,;_; ,-.. 

: . ,, '. ' 

·. ,·· .' 



IUTElVIEtl wtm ZI<H.JND LONG 

(German Long wu 
tnterViewcd recently at hil boa. in Marburg) • 

.-.; Well, Herr L:>ng, a hall w begin? 
. Zat h a gut idea, Clauda. !j the way, you ca,a call • Zii&Y• 
Pioe. Well, Ziagy,_ shall tr'0 begin? . .. . 

- 11 all &e .emns, Patrick. I've :e no objectiona. 
- 01 then, to begin lit the besinning. l'bey a ay you were foUDd under a 

atork'• neat in Fruk2urt in 1930. 
· - So they aay. 

- la 1931 you entered kada"' of Plorentine Mulic and Good ... ·. 
Bouaekeepit\a. Il!n' t thh an exceedinBlY early ase to be dhplayiq · 
auch talent? · · 

- Pall, actually JCf 1.10ther vaa tooking me to aee our Auntie ' 
Chloe •ins, _you aee, ooly • 

. - J!ov there' a 11,ev. for IW8itoloahta! To ••• hit AUAtie Chloa! 
4octorate it insured. 

- For how much, Darek? 
- Puaaf neuen pencf!, old chap. But -.yn't I call you .. we aaea like old already, vb&t vith fO\\r Auftt Chlo.t and all that. 
- Certainly, Claude. Now fire avay! l'• aura aa readare w•t to hear 

of ay aueic, nein? .. . • ·.. . . 
- Rein, Ziggy, I don't think 10, but we' 11 tall 'em anyway. Wo.t vo1 .. 

your firat cotl1l0aitien Ut' you'll pardon the expre_ .. ion) Ziggy? 
- Tvae .., .. Dutbin SOnata", Claude, '1111 pet. perfor..a,ce VU&. 

ia you ltmw, by ·the c:ombine4 liwlicipal Counci b of lAipaig 
·a. Gibraltar-uncter-Lyu, in 19!2, I bdicve. Ze critica, Wolf 
abOve a:ti, reportz that a riot created perfora.atlce, liltP.. 
off Spring" you but.. i toll you 1011ething, Arnold, that 

, , doa' t knOw, zat Will no dot t .. zet . Val ze' . Ho, bo • . Un mot, · 
n'ett-ce-pas? lbw you 9ay it iu Eqliah? · Abig dou@h.nut, ye•? · · 
Oh ye Claude, that VlU!J . a wry doughnut indeed! Ho, bo • . Bo, ho, bo. 
Ho, bo. . . . ' ... 

.. W, er, after that, Zigg? 'What did you write next after that? 
- A letter to P'raueobe. · · 
- Vaa it a 
- IDdeod it wao , Albert. Cee ila h r&OW f!fJ wife • 
- What did the critics think of her,old bean? · 

'·· 

- They thousht it \1U vairy d{liJ, C:laude. \fairy Ziqy! Ho, ho. 
-"':you're a jovial 
- Ab. Claude you b11v2 M of !line otter co!lpoaidon -

"Cobbler•" fur orcheeter, 1963. 
- IDdead, Ziggy, I was about to gention it. I vas at the fir•t 

perfoi'IUilce in Main:. 
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Oh really Claude, it was you sitting there! Vot a smaltz verld! 
- What a small audience Ziggy! Has the lack, of popular acclaim for 

your work ever worried you? 
- Many times when the rent vJas due, Claude. --
-Here, take this small coin as recompence Ziggy, I'll be famous 

one day for patronising Art. 
- So you givz him ze money too! I vont take 1t. He is mine enemy • 
- But he is your sister, Ziggy. 
- How darz he to be my sister! 
- Have you any new compositions in mind, Cuthbert? 

I . 
- Ziggy? 
- Oh yes, Marcel, many of Z'em. 
(Bang!) 
- Oh Claude, my publicity agent, why havz you shot me? 
- For your money, Zigmund, for your nion"ey! · -
- But ' (cbhgh, · cough) · I havz ze no money! · 
;... ' -.r{; ·'c' . 

Oh_, . oh • . . ' 

.. '" r ;· ' . . :; .: . : . 

'\ ., ·: 

..... __ .. ____________ ., __ 
.. :·· . 

·, t. 

K __ A.T N 
Elgar Concert Room, Arts Block, University 
Saturday, November 11 at 7. 30 p .m. - .. , 
With c p e (Chi:'is ·May, Phil Gebbett, Ed ' Fulton)';' '' -· · 
Music ' by May, Fulton, Wolff, -' Hk'arn, F'eldm,!m and . . . -.r ' . ' .l ·-./"; •. : . 

• J • t . . : l : I. .. ·; . ----------------------
' : .' f _· .. 7._ 

.. ': 

Cockpit -Theatre, London 
Wednesday, November 2z' at 8.30'p.rn. · 
Music by Cage, Wolff, Potter, Buck and Hearn. 

I 
I 
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'R E V I E W S • 

August 13th : Roundhouse, London . 

HPSCHD : John Cage . 

Take one circular building \dth balcony ; build seven rostra and 
decorate each with a harpsichord, one amplified ; select queues of 
assorted people, enough to go three times round the building and allow 
to stand for 2-3 hours; take 12 film projectors and 56 tape recorders, 
prepare coloured films of natural objects and space projects and ·tapes 
of various noises; add performers and technicians. Mix all together 
making sure that most of the audience are still outside , the buildin" 
at 9 p.m., the advertised starting time; begin before the BBC comes on 
the air, and stir vigorously for three hours by when all will be 
completed. 

Just hmv- did the ICES/Prom performance of John HPSCBD sound 
and look? Different for everyone there. It was what one made it. 
For some, an enjoyable evening in the bar, outside the sound, but 
still part of the occasion; for many, a chance to meet friends -
very much, therefore, part of the sound; for others a scientific 
experiment; others an intense musical experience. Or a weird trip on 
the black ice-cream available throughout the performance. 

The sounds, the movement, the lights, the films, the audience, the 
atmosphere - at any one minute of the 3! hours the totality was not 
particularly_different from any other minute: unless one made it so by 
moving around or concentrating on different things. For me, the 
totality was exhilarating and enjoyable. Whether it was "music" is 
no,t worth pursuing here. . It certainly was for the harpsichordists 
playing Mozart, computerised Mozart, amplified and modulated 
it was for Cage himself, ambling round the hall; it was for anyone 
standing by any of the speakers linked to the tape-recorded sounds; 
it was for anyone who allowed their ears to accept what was presented as 
music. I'm willing to admit that some people were probably bored ·and 
confused and sceptical; but I was glad I made the journey. 

HILARY BRACEFIELD. 
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August, 1972. 

International Carnival of Experimental 
Sound. 

Let's be practical about this. ICES >vas an enormous jamboree 
which happened in at least six different places (often several at 
once) and itself over some sixtezn .days. (Possibly more : who 
knows '"hethbr the after-f e stival events in · the English Channel ever 
took place?) It was not confined t6 e ither: . ' whole days 
were often crammed with events - arid s6me nights, too? I believe. 

' It also included about four hundred nerformers: ·ffibsicians 
of a number of different kinds, dancers, film projectionists, 
tape operators, environmental artists (this is a useful term to 
describe those who doti't ' fit into anv of the above categories and yet 
don't ' sell' either) and ari whb appeared 
uninvited rin. several :nights and who may 'in the end have made the most 
serious c:6rnrnent of all. 

At ·this distance, and ' in this space, it is rif!ithei nor 
desirable . to g{ve any detailed criticism of individ.t,ial ·· performances. 
'Like mOSt people, t had to be. very selective. I weiii to ;five 
evenings at the Roundhouse and three ·'theatre -

I seem, from what I have gathered of other performances , to 
have '- p:i.cked ci' n'limber of bad nights . . this' was · a .. pi'ty ''-' but I can only 
sup·pose · that a number of other people must have 'b:a'd a simi!'ar 
experience. And t.rith such a vast quantity of events tak,ing place in 
such a short time, it is inevitable that the quality \vill be variable. 

There ·was the disastrous Friday,, August 18th at the Roundhouse, 
fcir instan(:e. Stei11 Kwartet frori{H'o'llartd ended by t 'urning out 
Ccmnnunis·t p'r .. opaganda whidi detracted con'siderabiy from their otherwise 
interesting musical performance. Time Miachfne did not live 
up to expectations. In fact, aDart from .their opening piece for 

they gave verv po'or "'showing - additionally 
spoilt by the Roundhouse bogey ·r ha:ve already mentioned, who, 
together klt:h girl, paraded around in' (Edwardian?) cos for half an 
hour until the audience realised that he \vasn' t part o! the performance 
and had him _forcibly removed. 

J: . { . l .. 

The other entertainments for that eveniri.g' ..:. including 
"girl on a rope" - d.id riot materialise. ·. The girl cO'uicin' t ·find her 
rope or ..• . .. :.. 1'h.e very fine and deservedly popular 
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Ghanaian drummers came to the rescue and delighted the audience 
with their vitality and sheer joy in rr.aking music that 
seemed to make the evening worth"t-<hile. They had already appeared on 
the second night of the festival, following a fine performance by the 

.Gentle Five •. 

The anonymous intruder turned up again the following Monday. 
(By the way, I daresay I'm helping him to think he achievedhis aim 
by talking about him so much. m1ile his inte.ntions were no doubt 
suitably dishonourable, he became a crashing bore very this 
is my main objection to him). Honday night saw the non-appearance 
of Intermodulation .,. anyway, everyone was on the musictrain to 
Edinburgh, wercn' t they? 

There was fortuntately another English group called C.I.M. who, 
though they played teo long in a gallant attempt to fill the gap left by 
Smalley and Co., showed a very high standard of group imprqvisation and, 
like Music Plus on the following Thursday, gave a most musically 
satisfying performance. The tape of this should be bought (from 
Harvey Matusow) by all improvisation groups as a model of how these 
things should be. And, by the way, the high standard of English 
groups that I heard made a telling contrast with the frequently low 
standard of foreign ones. We're not so backward in this country as we're 
sometimes led to believe. 

Music Plus also joined Roy Hart at St. Pancras. Church on 
the last (official) day of ICES. The Theatre's performanceof And 
was one of the most . moving and fr:ightening experiences I have ever had 
in the theatre. 

Very different .- but highly enjoyable -was the . Red Buddha 
Theatr.e. Company at Nash Very much,Yamash'ta's evening, with 

. music (rock and influenced) composed by him and played by 
his English rock group, Come to the Edge. 

. ,-
. . I was disappointed by the low standard of . some groups; · A lot 

of Qadimprovisation, in particular;the worst I heard was a hideous 
. so-ca,lle,c+ mi}(:ing of east and wes.t by the Belgian-Japanese group, 
. .Tr ans i ti on. 

I was annoyed by the attitude of the Roundhouse Staff, who were 
, generally .off;hand and wouldn't allm.; anyone (except those with passes 

,, for the whole festival) into the hall until the performances had started. 
. Some : q(, tl1em; did; have beginnings, middles and ends - contra,ry to 
. general opinion. IWlS also annoyed by a certain lack of organization 
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in generq.l: that so many good grouJ)S - Intermodulation, Musica 
Electronica Viva ..... . turn up and that the _, whole programme 
of .. Bank Holiday weekend outdoor activities had·:to be cancelled 
because the G.L.C. wouldn't grant permission to use either Hyde Park or 
Parliament Hill Fields. 

Some of this must have been l e ss fun for the organisers than 
it was for the audience. Anddon't get me wrong, I'm very glad ICES 
too!t -place- if not all in the spirit in which it was intended. The 
aillli,i .. , justifications and all the moral issues (yes 1 I do mean moral) 
thaF pepple always seem to discussed whenever avant-garde music 

publicly in this manner will have to wait for another 
thpygh. But I do sometimes get. the feeling: why don't we just 

go qut and gE}t on with it? I'm glad that, despite some of the 
polemics which .surrounded it, ICES did try to do just that. 

KE ITH POTTER. 

' ' . 

August 29th: Albert Hall, London. 

London Sinfonietta conducted by 
David Atherton. 

Following the success of last s · "long prom", the London 
Sinfonietta presented another· endurance-tes't of music and what might 
be called music' theatre. Again a good fifth o'f the audience felt 
unable to see it through - again a 'pity for the · last item which inevitably 
suffers from being presented so late. 

Harrison Birtwistle' s Down by the Greenwood Side r..-1as Ci. bright 
openirig to the evening. Commissioned for the 1969 Brighton' Festival and 

a dramatic pastoral, it has two elements: a 
'ballad, The Cruel Mother, sung and acted by a soprano, arid a 
conflation of various mummers' plays acted and spoken (not sung), with 
musical accompaniment. It i s for dramatic works such as this that 
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I question the use of the Prom arena, since there were ·actors in 
strikingly bold' masks and costumes and actions one wanted to see -
fights and a grisly operation on St. George, amongst others. On 
this occasion I did not really see anything properly . I do think that 
for dramatic events we should be allowed to sit down in the sacred 
preci1.1f.tS (as at Covent Garden Proms 1 where one's squatting view in the 
stalls is superb) . . The play did seem to proceed heartily and the band 
of .musicians at the side provided very suitable musical accompaniment -
a spiky style which did not jar with the traditional words and actions. 
It . is p.ood to have such traditions preserved and refreshed. For all 
the symbolic of · the story of Mrs. Green and her dead babies and 
the of two traditional tales of life and death and the 
renewal of the ·seasons, however, I could not that putting the t"ro 
together did much for either. The ballad was prettily sad, but J enny 
Hill, the soprano ) bathed in green light and flitting round the 
perimeter of the stage, never had the impact Birtwistle surely 
intended. 

The meat the programme came with performance s of Stravinsky's 
Octet and Schoenberg's First Chamber Symphony which preceded Kurt 
Weill's cantata Kleine Mahagonny. The Albert Hall is too big for these 
chamber works ; they certainly suffered from juxtaposition with music 
for much larger forces. The Stravinsky sounded flaccid with litt l e 
of the bite and rhythmic intensity one would expect from the London 
Sinfonietta . The Schoenberg was given a particularly romantic reading, 
popular with the audience if not with Schoenberg purists. I have some 
grumbles to make about the Weill - the singers were provided with 
microphones, the orchestra was not. Annie Ross, Cleo Lrone, Gerald 
English, Robert Tear, Herincx and Michael Rippon stood before 
us and fed their capablevoices into . amplifying systems, and as the 
loudspeakers were at each side of the stage, one heardeither er 
men - only the luck7 few in the middle heard both and the orchestra. 
The work was presented with gusto , if not with enough of the bitter-
sweet quality or savagery it demands. The men blended well (as far 
as I could hear); the women less so, Annie Ross having: more idea of 
the style, Cleo Laine more stage presence. 

John Tavener's Celtic Requiem was the unlucky final item, but 
in spite of the of the hour it was given an attentive hearing 
and enthusiastic reception ':"' it must be one of the most instantly-
s·ucces .. ful of recent works. In spite of previous hearings, . I still 
found it 'aimost impossible to pick out the words of the. soprano and 
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chorus - the heavenly sounds and effects have to suffice; the 
children's singing games alw·ays come over well. 
enjoyed his big moment of E fiat-based sound 2b minutes 
of one chord was almost too much. 

October 13th: 

HILARY BRACEFIELD. 

Barber Institute, University of Birmingham 

Jane Manning, soprano 
Peter Lawson, pianc 

With the coming of magnetic tape, electronic music happened 
more or less overnight , but after its initial novelty a big drawback 
soon became apparent. l.Jhat do you look at during a performance of 

music? Somehow tape.spools turning just aren't very stimulating 
and loudspeaker cabinets hardly compare \>ith an orchestra £or visual 
interest . 

But before the arrival of live .e lectronics -·ring 
VCS3s etc. -:- brought musician-cum-technician onto the stage to 
twiddle the knobs, the "classical" phase of electronic music had 
discovered a simple solution to the problem. of the · missing visual 
and "human11 elements and. the sense of "performance" - combination of 
tape with live conventional performers. 

A combination which stimulated several composers' imagination 
was that of voice and tape. Stockhausen's'!Gesang der Junglinge", 
Berio's "Visage" and Milton Babbitt's "Philomel" are all written for 
this mediumand are works . of major stature. 

This concert gave us the rare opportunity of hearing the Babbitt. 
I was pleasantly surprised - having formed the impression from radio 
performances that it was a dry, cerebral work - to find that performed 
live it had great warmth. To be sure , the classically inspired text 
(based on Ovid's story of Philomel's change into a nightingale) though 
rich in word-play and puns, renders it less purely emotional than 
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"Vis_age", but by ·cotnpen'sation it\s a ;piece. One 
cquld imagine . th4t every · sound ·was ·serialized ac;c;..ording to 
half a dozen parameters · . . ''iane Marming' s , performance, as might have 
been e:h'"Pected, was first class but the sound reproducdon of the tape 
was disappointing in quality. 

The other piec_e in the programme for the same combination -
"There the true silence is" by Philip Lane - obviously showed the 
composer finding his feet in the electronic medium, but I liked it and 
thought it had good points. Like 11Philomel 11 the tape held a tight 
rein upon its resources, and range of tone colour and kept mostly to 
discreet pitches. Unlike Babbitt, Philip Lane did not have the benefit 
of the immensely sophisticated RCA synthesiser: the absence of any 
stereophonic effect showed it had been produced with limited resources. 
In con.tras t to Babbitt' s precisely notated vocal score demonstrated 
by the high degree of synchronisation between soloist tape -
Lane's piece had a freer justaposition of the two - the more usual 
procedure. The text by Thomas Hood was imaginatively set. 

In more conventional vein, for voice and piano, were Peter 
Lawson's· songs from his cycle ''Sitting in Farmya:rd Mild" which I found 
an unsympathetic setting of MacNeice's verse. Though therewere some 

· nice things in the piano writing , it · too ' was 'unsatisfactory · in its rather 
embarrassit'lg pictorialism. As a whole it seeined uncertain of its 

· idiom. However, the cycle received a Royal Philharmonic Society prize so 
there must be those who disagree lvith me. 

By contrast the three sets of Webern songs (Ops. 12, 23 and 25) 
interspersed in the programme were superb niodels of how to write for 
voice and piano - just enough notes <md no more to evoke each song's 

mood. A high quality performance brought over the marvellous 
muSic behind the awesome printed page. 

DAVID Ll. ROBERTS. 

j. 
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•YELLOW MUSIC•: 
forty years on 

Peter Evans 
1ne books and mags of britain's to rn center have almost been 

ercldicated from one uoho stre e t, by a festival not of light but of tinsel and strange 
vegetables. Lhe Gerrard Street area supplies Chinese restauranteers with food and their 
waiters and culture. Look around: you could be in Hong Kong , &lmotit. 
Posters Brothers' latest epic of heroism and plastic blood, while the 
f windovJ of Kong .::ul ture and Services displays beautiful girls smiling .:it 
you - fr·om record sleeves printed u thousand kilometers away. 

The on these records ( for instance SonRs of Stella Chee, no. LSR1002; .:ind 
\.lJ :fb ( Tang Jen: '?ear Hountain's Affectio ndte 

rlower' J no. Life each) is c ertainly western. The voice is 
ty strings, bass and guitar, but its odd projection stons westernization short: 

here's why. 
-.;ninese speech tones impose an 'orientc.lism' at least to the melodic line. eac h 

Chine se monosyllcibic word or word-component has a fixed intonation: high and level, 
d.{ing .:i Wcty, c..nd so forth. r his characteristic must be the meaninE 

to be for the low number uf possible morphemes means that an im-
or meaning is likely to result fro n, bad intonation. Harmonic correctness 

and r11ec.ningful emphasis are no longe r the only e?sentials of c:A.vocal line. Also correct 
pronunci.:ition re c ui1 es more control of consonant aspiration, overlooked in English. 
( C,emr,"'-re the p in patch" and "dispatch" ) Singing in Chinese exhibits ,, hat one 
notices hearing a tape of western vocal music played backwards. 

t'uJ. runct tel y this is not the only eastern influence. 'rhough some tunes are second-
lu.te v1e.sterr: -_with d.D an:;.usint<; "yeah, yeah, yeah!" throv.n in- others are not at all: J5 "l"l ::/Jii. on ..J telL• Chee 's album is very strange. The solo girl er is 
t:::e .:. st ranular hong product and t .>1eir styles ar·e different; Tang Shiao Jen has a 
very voice. there are happy and sad songs, light tracks heavy 

the instrumen tal wri t ing lack.s in imagination it has in color and 
Beinr,: fro .:. no ng r.ong the recordirn< is impeccable, and pl=Lyed loud these records should 

.ou , your friends your 

the mi.ssionaries' introduction of the ha"monium and choir into China, 
..;tdfle.:.e .-! opl-= accepted .:estern mu.s ic in its simpler forrc:s. During the Anti-
v<-.panese ;fiar, there ·, ... ere :.,a t L.rday-nio:h t at Yens.n, capital of ; hino.' s communist 
-Or••er uiV L l B ployed old ballu.ds and western dances, and the dancLrs 
someti • es included That music merely boosted and 
provide d relaxcttion for Lhe people's 

1hat not Lo b e xu8ic 's only i mr ortant f • ction. As were f za m 
the Japanese and the r.uomlntang, th e ueasants were at first cautious of 
the lanulords, Lhe rep.isals which follo w a ret 1rn of their oppressors ' 
forces. Thectter and ope ra had to f O out to the viilages Qnd s erve the people by 
depictin, heir anJ its o Gj ec ts, thereby g ivinr them confidence. In chart er 34 
of there i s account of suGh a performance and its r emarkable 

an d musical drama is mooeled on that of the 
indeea the hi te -z',aired Girl, first writ ten as afrlay in ';:144 was made in to a bc:..lle t by 
ct Japane be comrany) and orera , a·d is . till poru l ctr t oda y • 

. The hite is bass d on true events of the {nti-Japanese ar. The giJl . 
.. _s from her fath er ho owed him money. 

t :i e .. dur in '·nich th t) la.ndlo 1 :i 1·aped hez, she escapes to the mountains where 
makes her hair turn white. After Liberation the landlord is 

denounced ctnd H5i-erh is reunited with h 2r fiance. The music of the i b often 
only occasionally in a way suited to the nonsense ballets still 

perfoLmed i n the Soviet Union and els ewhere. Much is brassy, loud and lively, and when 
this tire s are 0ome solo breaks by instruments such as the Chinese flute er-
hu. 'l he bine:;e r once .:;;ound.s rather ernbi:i.lT3.ssing when she bursts into tears, but J:el·haps 
this would not be s o for those und erstanding the wor ds. A ne w recording has just be e n 
1eleased . three 12 inch r e cords, nos. JM t"75-7, £3 a vocal score i n sol-fa. 



The ·hite- Haired Girl appeals because it is debigned to do so. In the talks a t 
the ! -=n_. .. r oru:::; o n .=ind Literature ( 1 ·:142) Ma.o described the function of :::hinese 
Qrtists 

thing is good only when it brings real benefit to the masses of the 
Lour work may be as good as The Spring Snow but if for the time being 

it eo. ters only for the fe•l'l and the massesfa.re still singing the Song of the 
you will get nowhere by simply scolding them instead of trying to 

r·a.ise their level. The question now is to bring about a unity betv.;een The 
and the Song of the Rustic Foor, between higher standards and 

Nithout such a unity, highest art of any expert cannot 
help being utilitarian in the narrowest sense; you may call this art"pure and 
lofty" but thett is merely your own name for it which the mas.ae.a wil-l not 
endorse.•• 

hos ulso stressed that artistic forms should be changeable: 
'Letting a hundred flowers blossom and a hundred thoughts contend is the 

policy for promoting the progress of the arts and the sciences and a. flourish-
ing socia.list culture in our land. Different forms and styles in art should 
develop freely. We think that it is harmful to the growth of art and science 
if administrative measures are used to impose one particular style of art or 
school of thought and to ban another.' (3) 
Tdo of thought might be these of the Chinese-style and the western-

style. described, in a characteristic way, how western culture should be 
'di11 ested' to retain whatever is to China's udvantage. ( 4 ). The Chinese element, 'a 
splendid culture' is to be treated in a similar way, and he stated: 'To ad-
vocate "v.·holesale vJesternisa tion" is wrong' But these ideas were contradicted by 
the of Chou Yang, one-time party spokesman on .culture, 'a man who never 
a.id anything creative in his life' (5), who made' th'e aesthetic component of the 

culture follow western ideals. 
Chou's statements have only recently been denounced in China (b), and there is 

now more chance of furthering indigenous music. One record with a title-track trans-
Ihe }oor Peasant tells his iamily History ( 10 inch, no. M 753, L1 ) con-

music of a more eastern flavor. une track contains singing 
while others alternate eastern instruments and style with western 

instruments and style in a way that is fascinating, or alarming. Even when Chou 
was powerful,researchers were studying folk music, &nd documentary history 

of Lhe classical music has just been published. 

A hundred flowers are in bud. 

* titles refer to a classical story of tfue Chu Kingdom, 3rd cenLJry 
(1 ;harr ison Forman: 'Report from Red China', '2)William 'inton: 

'Fanshen: a Documentary of in a Chinese Village' Monthly Review rress, 
;. ew York, the Correct Handling of 0ontradictions among the 1957 
(4J 'On iJemocracy', 1:;40 'Literature and the r.rts in Tv"entieth-
_,entury _;hina' ( 6) ''To Trumpet i.ourgeois Literature and .J.r t is to restore Capital ism' 
(booKl{:}t; 1771 

'rH£ Hong Kong records are sold by Chinese stores in and around 
uerrard Street. Chinese Art and Craft, and Hong Kong 8ulture and Services ,have a 
large selection. shoF may only sell certain labels. REcords from China 
above a.re availa.ble from East-.;;sia nooks ana. Arts, 277 E.vershol t Street, London N\·1, 
a.s a.r·e: 'Yellow River ::::oncerto'(piano c..nd orch.;, 'The Red Lantern'(opera exc., \)iano 
gcc.) (both 10 inch, -1 each) and 'The hed Detachment of ba.llet) 
(three 2 inch, L3,25). add 1U% for postage. 
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